
              NFL Draft 3 and1 Scramble 

                                          February 27, 2021 

                                       10:00 AM Shotgun Start 

Tournament Food and Beverage proudly Sponsored by Dave Reynolds, 

Reynolds Direct Marketing 

Format: 3 & 1 Modified Scramble.  Teams of A, B, C, & D players via BLIND DRAW. 
Handicap:    100%  (When you are Individual player. No HC applies to Scramble) 
Tees:  White 

Rules: 
1. Everyone will hit their drive on every hole. After the drive one player will be selected to play their own 

ball recording their net score for that hole. The remaining three will select one other ball and play a three man 
scramble recording the gross score for that hole.  

2. In Golf Genius, enter the COMBINED individual players NET score and the scramble team’s GROSS 
score. 

3. All balls played from the Selected scramble ball location may be placed within one club length not 
nearer the hole (except on the putting green - 6 inches).  If the Selected scramble ball location is to be played 
in a hazard, all balls must be played from the hazard.  

4. The A player must play his own ball a minimum of four times, B & C players must play his own ball a 
minimum of three times, and D player has to play his own ball a minimum of two times. 

 
● Course Etiquette is still Required:  Fill your divots, pick up broken tees, Discard Trash 

Appropriately. 
● Enhanced Preferred Lies are in effect for the ball played on its own- You may Lift, Clean and Place 

the ball through the green (not in a hazard or on the putting green). 
● Drop Zone (DZ) - Seminole # 2 and Choctaw #2:  A ball that is in the LEFT  lateral water hazard, the 

player may proceed under Rule 14; or as an additional option, drop a ball, under penalty of one stroke, in the 
DZ  no closer to hole. 

● Pipeline Construction may not be marked but should be considered GUR; proceed under Rule 16.1 
 

Scoring: Paper scorecards will be provided to Record the Net and Scramble scores and total for the team 
score and the number of times each player was the Individual Player. 
 
Prizes*:  Amounts based upon full 120 player field – paid per Team  

   

Place Pro Shop Credit   Players Pool Place Pro Shop Credit Players Pools 

1st $640 $560 6th $240 $160 

2nd $560 $480 7th $160 $80 

3rd $480 $400 8th $120 $80 

4th $400 $320 9th $100 $80 

5th $320 $240 10th $80 $0 

      
 
Tournament Director: Jim LeBlanc  Rules Committee: Lance Cantrell 
 
 
 
 



 
Tie breaker: Ties will be broken by scorecard playoff using the aggregate of 4 lowest handicap holes and then 
working backwards from the #5 handicap hole, etc. until a winner is determined. 
 
Procedure for Threesomes:  
One player will hit two drives on the first hole ( Player hitting two tee shots must be rotated in the order listed 
on the scorecard).  The second player will hit two second shots, and the third player will hit two third shots.   
This rotation will continue throughout the round.  The number of times a player must play his ball (above) does 
not change except the missing player requirement is dropped. 


